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APPROXIMATE ADAPTIVE CONTROL Sf1.1 TIONS
TO EJ.S. BEEF TRAE)EPOLICY*
BY GORDON C. RAUSS1R ANI) JOFINW. FRIIRAIRN
in this paper, the U.S. beef trade police is specified us an adapt irecontrol problem. Since i/its pwhleni is not
analytica Ily soluble, a number of approximate solutionprocedures are presented and compared These
include certainly equiralent, stochastic, sequential stochastic,sequential adaptire coislrian( e, and M-
measurement feedback controls. Aftt'ranexpositionoftlietheoryassociiltt'd witheachof t/ieseapproXinh(itt'
control strategies. the empirical components of tiw beef tradepolicy problem are bnefli described. Of
particular interest is the trade off between proxy measuresfor Cumer and producer ire/fare in the
selection of i/ic "optimal'' beef import quotas. On thebasis of the deteloped empirical components. the
M.measurement feedback controls prored to generatethe hirgest expected gains followed closeh h
adaptiie coiariancenl seqiwutial stochastic controls. For 1/u' certaintequiiulent controls serious
specifr'atioii errors were rerealed in i/ic case of stochasticcontrols, less impnrtaiit spec;/icat ion errors were
obtained due to the nature of beef trade policy problemexamined.
I. INTRODUCTION
This study examines one of the measuresutilized by the U.S. goernmcnt to
partially control domesiic consumer meat pricesand beef producer profits. viz.,
the maximum quota level on beef imports.The empirical importance of U.S. beef
quota policies to domestic consumersand producers is revealed in U.S. Congress
(1969) and U.S. Tariff Commission (1964) reports.As indicated in the Congressional
report, there has been some controversy overU.S. beef import quota policies.
Consumer groups have argued that recentincreases in beef prices are due, in part,
to import quota restrictions that havebeen imposed while beef producers contend
that unrestricted beef imports ". . .could cause irreparable harm to the domestic
livestock industry" (U.S. Congress [1969, p. 51]).Very recently, consumer meat
prices have increased substantially andthe administration has not imposed beef
import quotas for the year 1973.
In determining beef import quota levels,the President, his advisors, and other
public decision makers are obviously uncertainabout the current and future effects
of such actions. The uncertain policypossibility set, however, is typically altered as
additional information concerning thelivestock sector becomes available. In
particular, new observations measuring the recentperformance and current
state of the livestock sector, e.g.,of price, quantity. and stock changes.provide a
more knowledgeablebasis for determining current perioddecisions and for
evaluating the effects of alternative policyactions.
As the above discussion suggests a properanalysis of U.S. beef trade policy
(as do most economic policyproblems) requires the formulation of arational,
multiperiod decision problem under conditionsof imperfect information. In other
words, for a quantitative policyformulation to be of some assistance to public
decision makers it should be advancedin the context of an adaptive control
framework. Such a framework involves thespecification of (i) the relevant policy
* Giannini Foundation Research Paper No. 350. For valuablesuggestions and comments on an
earlier draft of this paper, the authors wish to expresstheir appreciation to Gregory C. Chow and
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177maker(s) and the control. or iistrumeiit variahle '%hn.h he (they)Clfl fllalliPtil'ile
(ii) a criterion function :iii) the state transformation functions definingthe polic
possibility set : and tiv the process of information generation.
In an operationalcontexi,ahhough uncertaintyarises foreach
ofspecjficatjons
(i) through (iv), it occurs principally with respect to the effects ofalternative Policy
actions on various performance variables. i.e.. with respect to thestale transfort
tion functions (iii). Typically, these functions are based onan econometric model of
the system under consideration. A common (simplifying)procedure has beer!to first estimate the parameters of the econometric modeland then derivethe "optimal'' policy, assuming the estimated parametersare equal to their "tru&
values: while possibly recognizing uncertainty in the futureexogenous and additive
random disturbances which enter the specified model. Treatingthe parametersas
known with certainty, however, is obviously unsatisfactorysince they are generally
only the point estimates of the true but unknown,or perhaps even randompara-
meters. In general. imperfect knowledge of the relationshipscomprising the con-
straints, emanates from the following majorsourcesmany approximations
including omitted variables, simplifyingmathematical functions, andvarious
forms ofaggregation lead to the specification ofstochastic rather than deterministic
relationships: we ma capture only (small) sampleestimates of theparameters
entering the relationships; structural changes: andthe future environment, i.e..
only iinperkct informationon the fiit tire values of the noncontrollableexogenous variables is available.
In this setting, the specificpurposesofthe present analysis includea compara-
tive performance evaluationofvarious control strategies anda determination of
how alternative preference weighting(among consumer and producergroups) affect the selected beef importquota levels. A general objective ofour analysis is
to investigate the applica hility ofadaptivecontrol theory asa medium for providing
information to public decisionmakers concerned with U.S. beeftrade policy. Since the complete mathematicalformulation of the adaptive controlproblem cannot he solved analytically,a number of approximate solution proceduresare
presented in Section 2. The propertiesof these approximate solutionsare briefly
developed and the economic"value" of additional informationis discussed. The
enipiricalconlponentsofthe U.S. beef trade decisionproblem are the concernofthe
following section. Specifically.in Section 3. the set of criteriaor policy preference functions an econometricmodel of the U.S. livestocksector, and the updating or
revision estimators requiredto derive the approximate control strategiesare described. Given theseempirical componeffisthe numerical results for the
approximate adaptive controlsolutions advanced in Section 2.are reported and
compared in Section 4. Finally,Section 5 containsa summaryofthe empirical results and suggestionsfor additional researchon the beef trade policy problem.
2. At)ApTiv}. CONTROlANI) Ai'pROXifA1[ SOi.UfioN PRocEouRils
2.1.4daptiContn/
Adaptive control methodsrecognize that as a systemprogresses through the controlling periodsmore data become available withwhich to update or revise the decision makers perception of the policypossibility set. These revisions, in
I 78general. should not be regarded as separate from the derivation of an optimal
policy. To he sure, it is possible that various decisions may reveal more or less
information about the actual system via dillerent sets ol the resulting data obtained.
The inherent benefits of the additional information depends upon whether or not an
"improved" representation of the structure results in superior future control. The
incurred costs of such information enianates, in part. from choosing a current
policy which is less than optimal from a pure control point of view.
The adaptive control approach to economic policy corresponds to Bellman's
(1961, pp. 198-209) as well as Fel'dbaum's (1965, pp. 24-31) third class of control
systems. This class is characterized by some unknown quantities about which
uncertainty changes as the process evolves. This class includes active learning or
accumulation of information, i.e., the accumulation of information does not take
place independently of the control process. In etTect, optimal adaptive controls
require a simultaneous solution to a combined control and sequential design of
experiments problem and thus are dual in nature.' The design of experiments
dimension will prove important if losses associated with selecting a current policy
which is nonoptimal from a pure control standpoint can be recovered in subsequent
periods by utilizing improved model representations.
The above considerations and implied models have been notably lacking in
empirical treatments of economic policy. Among economists, perhaps the best
known works, illustrative of these considerations, are Prescott (1971, 1972),
MacRae (1972). and Zeliner (197 IL2 A number of engineers have also examined
the applicability of these concepts to economic problems.3 Several formulations
of adaptive control models have, of course, been employed in mathematical and
engineering fields, at least, in a theoretical context.4 From the viewpoint ofecono-
mic policy, the adaptive control formulation represents an extension of the pioneer-
ing models advanced by Tinhergen (1952) and Ramsey (.1 928).
For the beef trade policy problem, a special case of the more general formula-
tion presented in Rausser and Freebairn (l972a) will be employed. In particular.
the objective function will be specified as
IE{13' - '(2k;, + 2h11, - - iiH) .f 2f3'k, ,y
(1)
E{ i',) + i(Yr)}.
t=1
i.e., as a timeadditive, quadratic function where Wis the criterion function, E is the
Asindicated in Rausser and Freebairn)t972a).thedual natureofthe adaptivecontrol iormulation
may becharacterized b three major dimensions,viz.,direct control.Iearning.and design ofexperiments,
Aralhercompletesummarization ofPrescott'swork maybefound in Zellner(197Lpp. 331357).
Arecently completed Ph.D. thesis at the UniversityofIllinois[Popoié(1972)]is alsoconcerned with
adaptive control procedures in the contextofeconomicpolicyproblems. See Marschak (19631. Ytng
(1967). and MacRae (1972)lotfurther suggestions along these lines.
These include the workofMurfy (1955), Buchanan and Norton(1971 ). Atlians)1972).and Perkins,
et al.(1972).
See, (or example,Aoki (1967),Astrdm and Witlenmark (1971), Bar-Shalom and Sivan (1969).
Bellman and Kalaba(1959).Curry (1970), Early and Early (1972). Gunckel and Franklin (1963). Kogan
(1966),Kuand Athans (1972). Lainiolis.Cl al.(t9721, Murphy (1968). Tarn (1971). Tse and Athans
(1970, 1972), Tse and Bar-Shalom (1972), and Tse.et al.(1972).
179CXpCCtatiOii operator. T is the terminalpointof the planning horizon,the para-
meters contained ink, . 1IftI' 'l). k andK, arc assumed
known,K,andH,are both symmetric a x a andinx n matrices, respectj'cl.witii
K, andii >0 for allt.Ii = I 1+ ;'and> 0 is a k flown preferencediscount
rate,e, is anitxIvector of endogenotis or state variables, and u, isan m x
vector of control variables. Note that'lis assunied(0he finite and the inclusion
of the terminal component W,ft,i) provides for continum(' with future periods
beyondTof the system under examination. The state transformation functions
will he specified as
r, = A,r, --)- B,u, + C,x,+e,,= I T
= D,:,+ e,
i.e.,as linearwithparameters which are allowed to differ over time where x isan
(pa- in) xIvector of noncontrollable exogenous variables, and t',is an a x I
vector of disturbance terms. D, = [-'1,.B,, (',],and= ..vJ. The general
processes by which information is generated will he denoted as
,I,,.If1,[!"1(D1.t','.x',).,. :,]
= P,(D,' )P,(e,' )P,(x,' ).t= 1, 1
i.e., the joint probability distribution (or set of sufficient statistics) P'(
-). conceived
at timet,isa function ofP'( -)and the most recent observations, and :,: where
D7=(D, D,,...,DT). and 'and x,' are similarly defined. The second statement
in (3) assumes that the stochastic elements of the problem, viz., theparameters
entering the constraint functions (A,, B,. C,), the disturbance termse,, and the
noncontrollable exogenous variables .v,.arc independently distributed. This
specification for the probability distribution or updating functionsP'(. ),I =
Tis sufficiently general to allow for the case in which the distribution of thesto-
chastic elements are known as well as thecase in which future moments of the
stochastic elements are random. The lattercase is assumed to hold for the beef
trade policy problem, i.e., future means and covariances of the probability distribu-
tions are assumed to be stochastic and some a priori probability density for these
moments is presumed to be available. As usual, we shallassume that the disturb-
ances, e,, are intertemporally independent, normally distributed random variables
with zero expectation and stationary covariance f. Inaddition to (2) and (3). the
maximization of (1) will also be constrained by initialconditions on the state




Note that the formulation (l)--(5)assumes the state vectors. r,, are measured
accurately, i.e., the state of thesystem is completely accessible in each of the I
periods.5 The mathematicaltractability of the quadratic specification (I) is an
See Aoki(1967. Athans(1972),or Popovi (1972) for a treatment of the case inwhichstate vector
measurements are noisy. Perkins ci a! (1972) haverecently examined economic Control s%stems Ifl whichsome state variables cannot he measuredat all or only with a dela).
180obvious advantage. Even thoughthe actual criterion function is riotquadratic.
such a form might provide areasonable approximation. in this regard,appeal ma)
l)e made to a Tayku seriesexpansion in which only the linearand quadratic terms
are retained, and toZeilner and Geisel's (1968) resultswhich suggest that quadratic
criterion functions provide satisfactoryapproximations to a number of more
general functions when asymmetry is not animportant consideration.Similar
justifications could, of course, beoffered for the set of linear,equality constraints
(2). These discrete time, dynamicequations clearly simplify thederivation of the
optimal controls asve1i as the application ofeconometric techniques. In the
present investigation (2)will represent some of the equationsentering the reduced
form of an econometric modelapproximating the livestock sector. Theassumption
of independence of the randomelements (3) should cause noparticular problems
once the distinction betweenthe application and sampleperiod for the econometric
model is recognized. Over theapplication period (t = 1 7'), for the beef trade
policy problem. it seemsreasonable to presume that forecastsof the exogenous
variables would be independentof coefficient estimates of the econometricmodel
as well as thedisturbance terms. in the case of thestochastic parameters and
disturbance terms, the assumptionof serially independent e, suggeststhat the
sampling distribution estimatesof the parameters (based on thesample period)
may be regarded asindependent of the disturbance termsemanating over the
application period.6
Unfortunately, for the specification(l)(5). it has not as yet beenpossible to
express the adaptive ordual control solutions inanalyticalform.'The intractable
nature of the problemis due to the interaction betweenthe transformation func-
tions in y, (2), and theprobability updating functions (3).This interaction results in
highly nonlinear functions,the expected value of which canonly be evaluated
numerically. Moreover, numericalsolution procedures rapidly encounterthe
"curse of dimensionalitY"for even modest size controlproblems5of the sort
considered here. Hence, given presentknowledge and available computerfacilities.
we shall turn toapproximate solution procedureswhich involve some alterations
C of the original structure of theproblem. The severity of thesealterations will
6 The specification (I) through (5) admits a numberof special formulations which may hefound
in the literature. The deterministicform, of course, follows from thisspecification when s'is a null
sector,x, is fixed, and A,, B,, and C areknown constants for all r. certainty etlwsa!Cflt formula-
te tion advanced by Simon (1956), Theil(1964). I-jolt (1962). and Chow(1972) follows when .4,. B, and C,
arc known constants forall rand x, is either fixed or stochastic,but independent oft',. To stochastic
formulations frequently found in theengineering literature [Aoki (l967) arealso special cases of this
specification. The first presumes that P'(D. e.x) =P°W. t', A) = for all i, and that the first two
moments ol the various distributions areknown while the second again assumesknowledge of the
lirsi two moments but allows theprobability distributions to changeiiidependentl oser time. That is.
this second stochastic form presumesthat random variables of thedecision problem are distributed
independently in the current and futureperiods. Both stochastic forms arenon-adaptise since the
probability distributions of these formulations areindepedent of new information sequences-At most
ed
(the second form), they allow for onlypassive (independent of controls)accumulation of information.
This subclass of control systems ischaracterized by Fel-dbauni (1965. pp.339341) as neutral. The
e neutral class also includes the case inwhich P'( .1 is independent of r, and :,.for this case the experi
an
mental gain component and thus thedual nature of the optimal controlsdisappear.
'For a demonstration of this well-known result, seeAoki (1967. pp. 111-113) or Rausser and
don Freebairn(1972a. pp. 12-14).
S iii The simple pedagogic modelsinvestigated by Marshak 11963) and Ying(1967) illustrate the
computation burden invc)lved for numericalsolutions.
181dictate the degree of approximation of he proposed controlstrategies to tiie
(optimal) adaptive control solutions.
2.2. .4pproxilnau' So/ui ion I'ro(e(Iure
The approximate solution procedures which have been
advi11ce(1 1u literature incltideinter aiia,(i )replacing the nonlinearinformationUpdating functions (3) by linear or piecewise linear approximatingfunctions (ilreplaciiig the optimum of J for periods i ± I through I by itslaylor seriesexpansiot in which only the linear and quadratic terms in controlvariables aie retained(iii) compute the certainty equivalent controls: (iv) compute theStochastic controlsiv) compute the sequential stochastic controls(vi) compute thesequential adaptive covariance controls, and (vii) compute the M-measurements
feedback controlsIn the analysis which follows, we shall he concernedonly with theapproximate solution procedures (iii) through (vi). They will betreated in order of increasing
complexity. i.e., the order in which they atepresented above. As willbecome obvious, each of these approximate solutions isa special case of the subsequent
approximate solution procedure, and thus (iii)through (v) are each specialcases of (vi). The derivation of analytical expressionsfor the approximatesolutions (iii)-(v) to (1 )--(5) may be characterized by either thePontrvagin maximumprinciple (in its discrete form)' ° or by stochastic dynamicprogramming. We shall utiliie the
latter and the approximate solutionprocedures (iiiJ-(v), upon invokingBellman's (1957) principle ofoptimality, will heconceptualized by a numberofoptimization problems, one for each period t= i......
2.2.1. Cet'tainti' equivalent (oniro/.s(d. The approximate certaintyequivalent solution is obtained by treatingD, as though it was a knownconstant matrix, for all t. The only stochastic elementswhich vill be recognized bythis approximate
procedure are e1 and .v,. Theserandom vectors are independent by(3), each with known Gaussian distributionhaving mean and nonnegativedefinite covariance (O.). and (.,, Ft), t= I T respectively.
Under the simplifyingapproximation on the D1 matrices, thestate of the
system is described by v,-in period i, and thus the maximum gain forperiods i through T may berepresented as
) = max j;,u. + f, t=l T
whereis obtained by substituting(2) into (I (with D, replaced by .The solution to (6) results in the niaximizationof) I) subject to (2) (5) where theunknown para-
meters contained in D, of (2)and (3) are treatedas though they were cOflstaflt at
their mean values, D,.The derivation of certaintyequivalent controls have been
reported in a number of places[see, for example, Chow (1972)or Theil (1964)] and thus need not detainus here. They may be representedas
u = '(-, +
9See, for eaInpJe,Aok,1967. ChapterVII t. Curr(1970.pp. 54ô).Early and Early (1972). Prescott (1971),Popovjé (1972),,,,jZellner(1971)






and R, and S, are defined as
(II) R,=k;+
S, =K,+i(G,+
withR=k +flk.. i.ST =K1. 4 fiK., ,,and
gI, = Rir+/N; 'Fe, -
= A;s,A,'cc'
The vector g, and matrix G, also appear in the linear and quadratic terms.
respectively, of theccontrol "maximum" expected gain for period 1. i.e..
= 2g,y,_1- +
where Q, doesnot involve the control orstate variables.1-lowever,Q,isthe only
term of A,(v,-i) which does involve the covariance matrices (and F') of the
stochastic elements (e, and x,) which are recognized by theccontrols.
2.2.2.Stochastic(Oftmis (s).Thisapproximate solution procedure is obtained
from the original structure (I H5) if (3) is replaced by P'( . ) =P°( .)for all t. For
this altered structure. thedynamic programming method results in a set of recursive
equations which begin with the last period ofthe decision horizon and end with the
first decision period. Applying Bellman's principle of optiniality. the general form
of the t-th period subproblem is given by
A(v,-) = max [E 2kv, + 2hu, -vK1v, - uH,u,4 flA, + i(Yr)1y1--
Since the difference equations represented in (2)are assumed linear with a Gaussian
noise term, once the expectation operator E is applied, the covariance matrix of D,
(conceived at the beginning of period t) will enter (15). This covariance matrix of
the elements appearing in D, arranged by rows. e.g.,(D') = [a1 h1 ,h2-
...]. will be denoted as F,: it is of dimension up x up and in terms of .4.
B and C it ma be represented as
y::i:: .1
1-ca1cc J
To simplify the exposition, we assume that D,. = D, and f, = F, for all 1.
T.Substituting v, = D,:, + e, into (15), applying the expectation operator, and
183
=1T1expanding in terms of /1, H. and ( we have
17) i\cf(lf= max 2R,.11v, 2( RI;, + j,;),
(4;S.A, -+S.®l7L1y
U(BScgB, + sç, ® F' + H,)u,
- ;C;s.C, + S ® f' ).,(c;S.1c, + S ® r®
2lI(S1A + S ® r')',-2zI;(;sA, + S, ®
2_ J(AS,C + S, ® [7" S.,, ®+ /IQ
The set of recurrence relations obtained frommaximizing




' = [BScIBI + S, ® 1B±
F,= + s,, ®ri
I., = (BSC, + S ® F7 ).,BRS - h,.
and R, and S. are obtained from
R, = k + fig,
S=K,+/iGct4i'
with RT and S, definedas iii (II) and (12). The "maximum" expectedgain (in
period t) obtained from following theopen-loop stochastic controlstrategy is
A,(v1)2g,r,1iGc,i +Q,
where
g = R,A1+I'Fx;(c;s,A,+ s, ®
AA( + S ® [.4A- FN; 'F.
Q / .. 2R1(,S ® c
.;(c;sc,(t + s, ® 17- + s, ® i® 17
1-
+ fl'Q5:+r
As statements (IS)through (27) indicate thecomputation ofu and the resulting
expected gain A requires theexpected value () and covariancematrix (1,1. This
information could beprovided by a number ofclassical (consistent) as well as






the stochasticmatrix Dappear in g,, G., as well as Q Since the aprior:
values D and F are treated as if they were known exactly, thescontrols arc
"optimal.''I lowever, if these assumptions are not satisfied as (3) in general
suggests, then this control strategy involves a specification error.
2.2.3 .Sequentia!stochastic controls (ss).The u controls can he generalized
by constructing a sequence of open-loop subproblems. These suhproblems begin
in each period of the planning horizon with only the initial policy values actually
implemented. As policy decisions are made and time progresses, additional data
become available which arc utilized to update, and F,. Therevised estimates
are then employed as prior information for the next open-loop subproblem. This
approach essentially assumes that in each period no additional information will
be forthcoming, but this assumption is revised after each period)2 By neglecting
the availability of new information over future periods of the planning horizon
(for each open-loop subproblem), this procedure forces an otherwise dual system
to be neutral and hence allows only independent or passive accumulation of
information.'Thus, the sequential stochastic control strategy recognizes the
control and karning dimensions of the optimal adaptive control, but it ignores
the experimental dimension. In linear feedback form, these controls may he
represented as
= -Nw,' [F.,,r,--1-I],
where N,, F,, andare conditional on
it() of(3) rather thanP°( .)as in
the case of the stochastic' controls (18). In general, for each initial period (t).
P'''(.), for alli't.
It should also be noted that certainty equivalent controls may be updated in
a similar fashion. This involves revising the expected parameter valueson the
basis of new sample information and implementing policies only after actual
observations on the state of the system for the previous period become available.
These controls in feedback form may be denoted as
= -N. '[F(.,y,-+ f,].
2.2.4.ildaptit'e couariance, sequential controls(sf). Up to this point, there has
been no need to be specific about the nature of probability updating functions
The matrix operator®. appearing in expressions ti7H27).is defined by MacRae (1971) as the
star product. To illustratetheproperties ofthisoperator. let,1he anrn by n matrix, and letBbe an mp
bynqmatrix. The star product of .4 and Bis ap byqmatrixC, i.e.,C=A ® B=i3B5 whereo
is the ijth element ofAandB,is the ,ithsubniatrix of B.Clearly, for the case in which .4 andBare
of the same dimension. .4 ®B= trAB.Thus the third and fifth terms of Q,, for example, could be
represented as traces of the appropriate product matrices. This operator along with Nissen's (l96)
stacking operatorStwill prove especially useful in setting out the .s and subsequent control strategies
which involve the expected value of random matrices. For example, if X and Yare the random matrices
andAis non-random, thenE.X'AY}=A®E'(X)St(Y) =VAY+A®F. where F is the
covariance matrix for the elements of X andY,arranged by rows, and X = E(X), V = E( Y).
12 This is one form of open'loop feedback control strategy first introduced by Dreyfus (1964). See
Murphy (1 96S), Prescott (1971), Popovié (1972), Tse, er al. (1971), and Zeilner t 1971), among others, for
alternative treatments of this approach.
i3 it is optimal. i.e..it correspondstothedualcontrol optimal strategies.only if the set oIadniissihk
controls is sufficiently restricted or. as previously noted, if all random variables entering the decision
problems are independently distributed in the current and future periods of the planning horizon.
185I
).Recognizing I hat the elements ofthematrixI)are uflknw andflCCIctji any overidentiiying restrictions in theieriving stntetural modelfor 2, ;may capture uncertainty associated with the1)matrixhmodelling its eleme as normal random variables With givenpriormeans,variancesand covariafleec
Thelatterwill typicalihedata based. i.e., the initial prior will heesIjfljteon the
basis of sampledata whichprecedesthe planning horizon.SincetheStateturns-
formation functions are linearwitha Claussian disturbance term, thePosterior
distribution of 0,givendata up through someperiod i.will also bemuhtivariate normal. Thus changes inP,()resulting from the availability 01additjonobser-
vations mayhesunimarizedbytreating mOvements in D, andF,over the Pkinniitg
horizon. More specifIcally,tileconditional mean and covarjajicematrix ofL)can be determined recursivelby
r= r+ )i,,® :,) '(1,,0
and
/'(D;) = F,[F,',fii -t-(1,0
wheredenotesthe stacking operator [Nissen (1968)].I 4
The mathematical difficulty arisingin theoptimization problem represented
by (1). (2). (30). (31), and (4) resultsnotonlyff0111the random matrix 0, butas
wellfrom the random conditional means(31)and covariance matrices 30. The
randomness of these latter elements is clearly dueto the dependence of 1,-' and
on the random states r and stochastic exogenous variablesv (appearing in
:). Following MacRae (1972). much of this randomnessmay be avoided by
operating with the modified updating equations
'= + L(i,,® :,) (1, ®
and
)=r,[1,_'(D; )+E(I 0 :,)O -
Utilizing these two equations in place(30) and(3! )eliminatestileuilcertai1it
associated with the mean vector and covariancematrix while the uncertainty of
theI)matrix itselfisretained.
Asmay beeasily demonstrated,this approximation results in the elimination
of the need for the updatingrelation (33).'Hence, the use of(32) and (33) in place
'4 Note thatif iden tc appear in (2) or sonic elements ofI)are known with certainty, the inserse
operanon in QandFofcua,ion (30) applies onito the riori-sinitular portion of each mains: the
remaining rows and columnsare,of course,tero.
IS In othetwords, since = 1 for all r. the modified update rule for the means is not a
constraint to the altered optirni/aijon problem.To obtain this eqivaknce tirstesaIi,ai
=E(I2 1iv.t,_ ,(lt
1 =h,,:, = (I ® :)'(D






to obtaing of(30)and(31)allows the originalproblem to heconverted into a sequence o
V open-loop problems. The modifIedupdatingrelation (32)isemployedfordesigning
S a single open-loop path while the actual updating equattons (30)and (31 )arc
used to conipute the new means and covariances to begin the next open-loop path.
C Given the actual observations on the state vector of the previous period, this
essentially open-loop feedback approach involves the maximization of) 1) subject
r o the stochastic constraints in (2) and the deterministic updating constraints (32).
e For this modified problem some interaction between direct control and experi-
r- mentation remains since current control settings influence the future values of
g bothvand 1. As the adaptive feature of this approximation is based on the co-
ri variance updating rule (32) the resulting controls might be characterized as
sequential, adaptive covariance controls.
To formalize this approach, we may operate with an augmented criterion
function which includes J of (1) and the deterministic constraints (32) along with
an associated matrix of Lagrangean multipliers. JThat is. since the covariance
constraints (32) are deterministic. .1 of) I) may be replaced by
= "
-
i; ® [F-F_'1- E(J (:1)Q1(J® :)ft]
as where J* is the desired augmented criterion function. tisan up x up matrix of
Lagrangian multipliers which may he partitioned in the same fashion as [' in (16).
'id and®is the matrix operator defined and discussed in footnote 11 Proceeding as
in before, the t-th period suhprohlem aftersomesimplifications is given as
by
(34) A1(y1_)=max[E2kt', +2h;, -
U,
-ii;H,u,+1/, ® (1,, ® :1)c- '(la ® )
- (-I,) ® F',' +llA 1(y,)v -
Substituting (2) in for v, and expanding in terms of 4. B, and C'. the solution to (34)
may be represented by
It3
of (35) = Nr1'(1jYt- + L,.,).t =I T.
in addition to the requirements that 'E =0, i.e.,
on
cc (36) I;= +F1[E(l ® :1)S(I ® :)]F,. =I L
rse with =0, and that ?E } 1=0, i.e.,




F3., = [B;S,A, + S ® F,4 - ®V]
=(B;scjic, + s,®v-
I® - B'p-II
and R and S,., are defined as
Ri,.,=k;+
187(421 = K, -- flG11 ,
with R3.1k,. + /1k',,and S.,= K, + fik, ,As before, the Vector and
the matrix (i.,ftenter the ''maximumexpected gain '\ji1r) obtained from
the ucontrols. This expected value, when simplified. niav herepresented as
A,(y,_,) = 2g,-y,_- ,G.,11t',i
where
= RJ.-1, + 1 A' I' 11C, -tSq., ® [, A - 1
G A;s1, + SSf, ® F;' ' ® I ,''
Q,,, = + -- sj1®--
fS ®- ® l' ), - ((',S,1,C. + S, ® F
® l)® F - (1; -- i;, ,)® F,
+
The system of equations (35)-(42), (44). (45), along with (2)characterize the
"optimal" solution in the current period t for the sequentialadaptive covariance
approximation to the original problem (I )--(5). Although theseapproximate
controls recognize that the parameter niatricesare unknown, they assume all
parameters entering (2) are invariant with respect to time. The uncertaintyregard-
ing the parameter matrices is captured by theuse of Bayesian analysis. (30) and
(31). to update conditional means and covariances but issubsequently altered via
the approximations (32) and (33). These modificationslead to a deterministic
treatment of(3) but do allow the controls in each open-loopto affect future para-
meter variance and covariance values (F)as well as future states of the system (v).
2.2.5. M-Mgasur'n,jt feedback controls(Mj. This approximate solution
procedure recently suggested by Curry (1970),Early and Early(1972), and Popovi
(1972), appears promising. In effect, itrepresents an intermediate approach to the
optimal dual controls, by assumingthat in each periodnew information about
the system will become available onlyat some Al future stages of the controlling
horizon. This method obviouslypermits a degree of active information accumula-
tion. Here again,as analytical solutions are not yet possible, numerical techniques
are required. Nevertheless, the applicationof such techniques are substantially
simpler than those req uired forthe original dual control problem (I )-(5)particularly
when further approximationsare imposed upon the M-measuremeni specifica-
tions.'6
Since there has beenno investigation of what constitutes (in each period t)the
optimal distribution in theset t.....fl of the Al future measurements we shall
assume that the relevant stagesare the Al successive periods in the immediate
future, i.e., t + I.....i+ Al, The Al-measurement feedback controls (u,=
T)are then those policydecisions which utilize all past and present information
6 For
suggestions along these tines, see Popovi (19721 and Tse.ui aL (1972).
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as well as the knowledge that over the nextMperiods new information (observa-
tions) will becomeavailable.More formally, these controls require the specification
ofan integer(Ii)which is the smaller ofMand the remaining periods in the planning
horizon, i.e..I,= mm{M. T -I -1,t = 1 T.Inother words. this integer
isequalto M iftheassumednumber of future observations taken into account
is less than theactualnumber of future observations which will become available
during the controllingprocess.
Given1,,it is possible to specify the M-measurement feedback controls as
generalization of each control strategyu, u. u,u, andu1.For example,u
reduces touforAl0 ifu'along withu are determined by
(47)A,(y_,pr-) = max[EYf(u1,v1)+ II" (r,,,.
Pt+ I, + I, -, I,) .
]-
whereu
'= (u,...,ii,), and xis similarly defined. For theu;'1controls
resulting from (47). two limiting forms are immediate. First, if Al = 0. the avail-
ability of future information is neglected and thus u;" is equivalent tou.Second.
if M =T -t - l,the availability of future information over all remaining periods
of the planning horizon is taken into account and thus uis equivalent to the
adaptive or dual control solution for periodi. In addition, note that if the second
term on the right hand side of (47) is appropriately modifIed, theucontrols for
Al = 0 could reduce to eitheru. u, u,oru.Hence, we could characterize the
various M-measurement feedback controls asu:each type of control strategy
j being obtained fromA1,. where / = C, S, SN, CC,5/.
Since each of thej approximate solution procedures has an analytical form.
the controls contained in u[+,,may be determined conditionally on
However, in order to find ii,,u'which satisfies an I,-i- i-fold, in-dimen-
sional control space must he searched and an analytic solution for the M-
measurement feedback control in the current period appears to beprecluded.
For beef trade policy problems the original1,+ 1-fold pu-dimensional search
space will be replaced by a finite searchin the n-dimensional state space. The
resulting numerical approximation will not be deiailed here: it may hefound in
Popovié (1972, pp. 127-132).
2.3. Coin parison of Approximate(ontrolStrategies
The computation of the initial or current period policies for eachapproximate
control procedure presume that the state of the system,,_''is observable without
error, as are the parameters of the criterionfunction. Aside from these common
features, as previously noted, an appropriate specification of (47) allows each
approximate control (C.s,ss,cc,sf)to be treated as a special case of the M-
measurement feedback controls. Furthermore, if the unknown parametermatrices
A,B, and Care treated as constant over time, the approximate controls(c, s,ss, cc)
are special cases of the sequential, adaptivecovariarice controls (si). The latter
controls reduce to the cccontrols (or ccontrols, neglecting revisions) if the parameter
matrices A, B, and C are considered fixed at their mean values since F', and I' are
null. Similarly the ss controls (or the s controls, neglectingrevisions) are obtained
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from the .q controls when the adaptiveL )V ritiice eqiLition (32i
iI1egIectand V rio longer appears iri )(42). It shouid aIO beiiutcd that,iri generalt is not possible to infer whether one control strategywill call forsmaller policy responses or he less aggressive than another. Thisobservation can heConfirmed in a number of was; the simplest (although perhapsnot the iiostrevealitg) is to examine the difference between the expressionsfor any twocontrol Strategiesand demonstrate that this differencecan he either positive ornegative. As sho below, such differences are also important indetermining the degreeof "sub- optin-nility'' associated with utilizingone approximate controlStrategs rather than another.
The degree of suhoptimalitv of theVanous approxinmte Controlsrelati'e to the optimum adaptive controls dependsin part upon theimportance of the experimental dimension. Theimportance of this dimension isreflected by the elent of uncertaints as well as theextent to which alternativesettings of the control variables might increase theprecision of the coefljcieritestimates linfor- tunatelv, due to the lack of analyticalresults for the adaptivecontrol strategy, it has not been possible to quantifythis expected degree ofsuboptimaljty'It is, however, possible to providea general comparison of the relativeperformance of the control solutions. Thissimplyinvolves an examinationof the expected loss (or gain) for current periodpolicies of utilizingone approximate Controlstrategy rather than another. More specifically,assuming one controlstrategy is obtained from the "proper"specification, expected lossesassociated with the remaining
approximate controlsmayhe evaluated.
If the sequential, adaptivecovariance controlsare treated as the proper
specification, this approach firstinvolves substituting (2) forv, in (35)and applying the expectationoperator at period z for policyu. The result may be representedas
J,,(ii,', -) = 2ui, -ii;N,ri,
where, = --j,t',_tand N,= Nsr, (for the definitions of N, F, and
'sfz see expressions (38)-(40)) andq, is a function oft,-and,, i.e., it is a group of terms not involvingu,. This formulation assumes thatthe "optimal" sequential, adaptive coariancedecisions are followedover the interval t + i, T 'fhe "optimal" controlstrategy for (48) is= N, 'i/i,, i.e. (35).
If this result issubstituted back into (48)we obtain J(ui',-) which can he employedto evaluate the expectedloss of usingsome other control strategy u? relative to This expected lossmayhe defined as
L1(i,, ri)=J3,(iift,-Jj(UTh'r-i)
= (up-' - Ui')N,j,(,,! - ui).
Since N, is positivedefinite, the expectedloss (49) resulting froma less optimal first period decisionthan uis a quadratic functionof the control error- u.
For a specialexampte (a singleconstralni equation and a single decision variable.i.e.. the sca!ar case), Prescott (1971) hasused numerical proceduresto investigate this issue He found the espected salue of thecriterion function to beroughly equivalent for the stochasticand (numericalt dual control strateg,s when the ratio of themean coeqjcen estimateto its estimated standard desiaion esceedsonc in absolute value.
190For/ = s(orss),given(I8i and (37). the degree of'uhoptimalityis a function ot
the matrices Q 'it'", QI ® V.ft ' ® I ,and the ditlerences between
S,, and S,,and andR,while brj =c, (49)mayhe expressed as a function
of these same matrices along with the covariance matrices S ® F, S, ® 1.
and S,, ® 1in addition to the differences between S, andandRi,,and
Proceeding in a similar fashion for the stochastic controls, the expected loss
function L(u, u) may be derived, it should be obvious that the degree of sub-
optimality of u relative to u, obtained from this loss measure, is a function of the
covariance matrices S, ® 1, S, ®1A, S,® F' in addition to the differences
between S5, and S, andR,and Rc,.
2.4. Valueoj,l(1(liflona! informal ton
For each of the analytical approximate control strategies (C Sss cc. s/ ). the
value of additional information regarding the stochastic elements of the decision
problem may be characterized. Such characterizations allow an assessment of
superior probabilistic information and thus provide a basis fordetertnining whether
or not additional information should be purchased.'
8The specifications involved
in this determination treat the various covariance matrices F ,and-'
as stocks of information. Thus additional information may refer either to more
efficient estimates of the coefficients entering the state transformation functions'"
(2), of the noncontrollable exogenous variables, or reductions in elements of the
error covariance matrix.
The additional information values may be ascertainedbyderiving the imputed
price associated with the above stocks of information. Since i\,(_ 1)the maxi-
mum expected value for the j-th control strategy----is a function of these stocks
or covariance matrices, the relevant imputed prices may be obtained by evaluating
the partial derivatives of A,(y,_ ,) with respect to the covariance terms. For
example, in the case of the stochastic controls. (24)-(27). we have
=fl)5f and = [(CS,C, + S0 ® F')F.
Since each of these terms is positive semidefinite, the price of information is larger,
i.e.. is more positive definite, for "larger" values ofS0, the latter reflecting the cost
of imperfectly estimating the stochastic elements. ('learly, a smaller stock of
information, i.e., a "larger" value ofor F'. leads to higher imputed values.
Similar, although more complicated, derivations may be found in Rausser and
Freebairn (1973a) for the a and ss control imputed prices associated with the
'A possible framework for this determination ,nolves specifying the expected (welfare) gain of
the additional information and comparing it to the costs of collecting the additional information. The
costly actisities would. of course. include the collection of additional and perhaps more accurate data.
the funding of further research, etc. To be sure, in the dual control framesork, the allocation of data.
collecting resources should be incorporated as part of the entire optimization and control process.
" Hence, it is implicity assumed, that the coefficient estimates are unbiased. Although the analysis















neelements of F.2' I'or thesectuential. adativc controls the result
Ofdiffereiitiating "sfr with respect to tçIS represented by (36). The iliatlixIis the sumof terms which may he interpreted as the stream of tnt nrc rents resultinfrom anlfl.lelItCflt in the current stock of information associated with
1
lFthe .5/controlsit should also he noted that the term c® imay he interpretedas the "attic of
estimating (2) [MacRae (1972. p. 443)].
3. EMPIRICAL. COMPONINTS 01BEt]TRAL)EPoi.t'y
The empirical components needed to implementthe approximatecontrol strategies (c, s. s.s. cc. .sJ, MI for the U.S. beef trade policyproblem aretreated in this section. Since tile construction and evaluation ofthese coflipoflentsare con- tairted in other papers only a brief summarization oftills nlaterial will beprovided here. These components include a set ofcriteria functions (I). tilestate transfor.
matton or stochastic difference equations (2). and theinformation orprobability updating functions (3).
3. 1. Cnts'r,on loud ion Set
As argued ill Rausser and Freehairn (1972.1973), it is bothunnecessary and unrealistic to attempt to specify a uniqueor single-valued criterion functionfor the analysis of public policy. In theenvironment of public policymaking the
importance of bargaining and the resultingcompromises between differentpolitical
groups, the range of preferences of thesegroups, and the lack of an explicitly
stated unambiguous 'a Itteconsensus suggests the construction of severalcriterion
functions. These functions should reflectthe extreme viewpoints andpreferences of various decision makers activelyinvolved in the policy-makingprocess, as well
as the preference sets lying between theseextremes. A parametric treatment of the
resulting set of preferences in thederivation of the decision strategies wouldthen
provide decision makers with rationalpolicy outcomes conditionalon the repre-
sentation of policy preferences. Thegeneration of such information mighteven
contribute to the efhciency of thebargaining process in reachinga consensus.
ro specify the set of preferencefunctions an analysis of the politicalprocess is required, particularlythe major leverage points in thisprocess [Bauer and
Gergen (1968)]. Operational elementsof the process..is wellas its formal structure.
should be ascertained ThecurrentOilCstructure and some historical sketches
of recent policy decisionsmay provide useful vehicles for characterizing the
underlying processes. In Rausserand Freehairn (1 973an attempt along these
lines was made for the beefpolicy problem and a formal frameworkwas advanced
for isolating the desiredset. This framework involvesa selection of the relevant
arguments of W. a specification of themathematical form of U'. and the estimation
In Rausser and Freehairn(1973a) these Imputed pricesarc atso determined within the context of a discrete Pontragint)pe maximum problem. Thecuslate variables of this probtem (assoctate x tih the conditional coxariancematrices of (he stochastic demenis)are determined by sohing a two point boundary value problem.i.e.. the canonical equations. For the stochasticor sequential stochastic controts this inoIve the derixatinofa matrix Ricatti equation and the resuttiiitime paths of the cotate x.trhihtes providean explicit FCStiit for the salue of informationregarding F,
192ofa range or set of values for the parameters of W. information which may be used
for this purpose includes interviews of decision makers (direct approachj. implicit
inferences based on an interpretation of past policy actions (indirect approach),
and the investigator's knowledge of existing preferences or his value judgments.
i.e., what he believes the "preference weights" ought to be (arbitrary approach).2'
Each of these sources of information were utilized in our attempt to capture an
empirical representation of the beef policy preference function.
3.1.1. ArgumentsofW. The performance variables investigated as arguments
of W were based on representative measures of consumer welfare, of beef producer
ol welfare, and of preferences for the policy instrument variable (the level of import
in quota). The welfare effects of beef trade policy on the consuming segment of the
U.S. populous were evaluated in terms of the market basket costs of selected
d meat commodities (y1). Applying some separable utility function theorems we
r- reduced the scope of the analysis by restricting it to the effects of trade policy on
ty a subset of food itemsi.e.. the four meat commodities, fed or quality beef (q).
other heef ('/2). pork (q), and poultry (q4) were treated as separable commodity
group. Furthermore consumes were disaggregated into five classes according to
income per household22 and distributional preferences for the various household
income categories were employed. With respect to the latter, we assume that the
inverse of the marginal personal income taxation rate is a reasonable index of
or decision makers' distributional preferences among consumers.23 The resulting
measure of consumer meat costs (y1 ) is specified as a time varying linear combina-
tion of the retail prices for quality beef (p'). other beef (p). pork (ps). and poultry
(p.t).
The second set of performance variables entering W provide measures of
U.S. beef producer welfare. Empirical evidence presented in Rausser and Freebairn
(1972) suggests that beef goes through two production stages and, to a large
extent, different individuals are involved in these two stages. These two groups are
beef breeding cow-calf producers and cattle feeders. Changes in beef trade policy
might be expected to have different effects on the returns to the two activities.
Moreover, there appears to be a tendency for public decision makers to place
greater weight on the welfare of breeding beef cow-calf producers than on the
welfare of cattle feeders. Therefore, the welfare of beef producers are represented
by two variables: one measuring the aggregate returns to breeding cow-calf
producers (Y2) and the other the aggregate returns to cattle feeders (t'3). The
former measure is specified as a time varying linear combination of the stock ol
breeding beef cows (Ku), the producer price of feeder calves (p{). the producer
price of other beef(p), and a vector composed of calf survival rates, heifer replace-
ment rates, cow death rates, average cow sale weight, average calf sale weight,
as well as variable input expenditures for the breeding cow activity. Similarly.
ion the latter measure for the cattle feeding activity is specified as a time varying linear





the 23 To be sure, progressive taxation is but one ofmansdevices used to redistribute wealth. For





This approach embraces the imaginary interviewing procedures suggested by van Eijk and
Sandee 19591.

















tnt(p). the producer priceot feeder calves (PS I. the producer 1)!Ice Of .Orn(p). and
a vector corupocedof death rates. average purchase and sale 'veights. assvcll a
variable input expenditures.
3.1.2. Estinuitioilof parameter set.(liven the itistitication foran addjtjv
quadratic specification offtpresented in Rausser and Freehairn 1973),
procedures
are developed there for estiniatilig aset of piefererice Weights. On the basisof
implicit inferences from past policy actions, preferences for higher producer
returns were given greater weight than the pi'eferences for lower food cost to
consumers. Taking producers as acollective group, preference weights foraggre-
gate consumer meat cost relative to aggregate producer returns ranging from
0.25:1.0 to 1.0: 1.0 were isolated. With respect to the two types of producers
weights were obtained for cowcali producer returns relative to cattle feeder
returns over the range 2.0 :1 .0 to 1.0 : 1.0. For the policy variable u twocases were
considered. one in which a zero weight is attached to preferences for this variable
and another in which a million pound change in u is equated to a niilliofl dollar
increase in consumer meat cost.
The explanatory properties of the estimated set of criteria functions were
evaluated by implicitly deriving the weights associated with the variousper-
formance and control variables over the period 1959l969[Rausser and Freebairn
(1973)]. On the basis of this evaluation, it was found that trade-off ratios in the
vicinity of 1:2 :2 :0 were consistent with actual beef trade policy decisions over
the indicated period. This evaluation, of course, only provides an ex post justifica-
tion for the estimates derived and assumes that for the sample period a reasonable
approximation is obtained from treating the estimation and control problems
separately. For purposes of the beef trade policy analysis, it does, however, support
or at least does not refute, the presumption that values for the parameters of the
criterion function set may he based on a relative weight range of I:I: 1:0 to
1:4:4:2.
3.2 Econometric Model 01 i: .S. LirestocSector
Since the performance variables of Ware determined as a linear combination
of the state variables pi =I, 2. 3. 4). p., p, K,,.and I,-, it would appear that
nine state transformation equations (2) are required. However, if these state
variables are embedded in a larger structural system. i.e.. theyare interdependent
with a number of other endogenoiis variables,more than nine state transformation
equations will be involved. In the present investigation. availa He evidence suggests
that the nine endogenous variables mentioned abovearc either interdependent
or seemingly unrelated with a number of other (current) endogenous variables
characterizing the U.S. livestock sector. l-lence, althoughour ultimate concern
is with the reduced form relations of thestate or endogenous variables entering
U". a complete structural model of the U.S. livestocksector was formulated and
estimated.
In developing this model,an attempt was made to represent the significant
components of the aggregate (annual) behavior of economic units involved in the
production, consumption and trade ofnieat products. As usual, it is not maintained
that the real world in every detail is actually representedby the constructed model.
However, we propose that the model does providea "reasonable" approximation
194of the more important causal behavior l)atterrts. Its specific components ma\ he
described as (i) consumer meat demand, (ii) margin and producer meat prices.
(iii)cattle producers.iv) beef imports, tvt pork producers. and tvij poultry producers
and marketing. These components arc collectively represented in the structural
model by 30 equations, of which 20 are stochastic and 10 are identities.
The theoretical foundations underlying the structural model, knowledge of
technical relationships influencing consumer and producer decisions related to
meat products, sample data, the complete econometric model specification, esti-
mators employed, the estimated relationships, and various model evaluations are
completely described in Freebairn and Rausser (1973). One of the principal features
of the theoretical model is the recognition that cattle, pork and poultry producers
r behave under risk and uncertainty. The length of the sample time series data
e (1956-1969) is severely limited by the specification of two beef quality components
e (fed and other beef) for both consumers and producers.24 Evaluations of the
r estimated model involved an examination of impact and dynamic multipliers.
frequency response characteristics, stability properties. forecasting performance.
e and stochastic (simulated) properties. The model's behavior in each of these
r- respects conformed to a priori notions: it was found to he stablewith an average
n cyclical period length of 5.7 years: forecasts for both 1970 and 1971 were relatively
e close to observed values and mean forecast errors(changes and levels) were deemed
er acceptable: and as expected interim multipliers for beef import quotas were
a- significant for a relatively large number of future periods. This latter result suggests
Ic that future period effects of changes in the current levels of beef import quotas are
is fairly substantial.
it 3.2.1.State transjbrniation functions.As indicated above, not all of the reduced
he form relations obtained from the estimated structural model are required for the
to state transformation functions of the beef trade decisionproblem. The argument
variables of the criteria function set discussed in Section 3.1 suggest that state
transformation equations are needed for p (i = 1.2, 3,4). p{' p. pf, K5, and I,..
However, in addition to these nine equations. relations are needed lrthose lagged
on endogenous variables which appear as explanatory variables. Thesevariables
at which are not represented as arguments in the criterion function setinclude the
'ste producer price of pork (ps), the producer prices of poultry (pj, the stockof calves
nt available for feedlots (Kg.). the stock of frrowing sows (K,j. and birthsof beef
on calves less beef calf deaths and meat sales (K). Combining thereduced form
sts equations for these five variables with the nine listed above resultsin a specification
nt for (2) which contains fourteen state transformation equations orendogenous
les variables. Thus, although 30 reduced form relations have beenderived from the
-rn estimated structural model. 16 of these are not needed for thedecision model
ing application. The teduced form equations required for theapplication, of course,
md
24 Three reasons may be cited for separating beef into two cuniniodities of diffenng '.ivaliiies. F!rst.
fed beef, representing the higher quality, satisfies different wants and has a higher incomeelasticity of
demand [Langemeir and Thompson (I 967)] than does other beef, representing the lower qualityground.
stewing and processed beef products; second, while fed beef is the main output from feedlot operations.
most of the other beef category is produced b) a separaie group of firms,vu., dali) and breeding beef
cow-calf firms. Last and perhaps most importantly. almost all the imported beef is ofcomparable






tionreflect information whichis coiitamncd in all oh the structural relaflo, of th
ecoriotlitI nc model aiid titus bcht vior patternsfor I he cut ire set ol 30 endogeno5
variables. The control vector u in (2) is represented by a single mnstrumcmit variable
the level of the beef import quota. In the caseof the noflcoiitrollahleexogenous
variables of (2), x is of dimension I h .<I. These latter vjrmahles are dfidand
their relative importance is discussed in 1- reehairn and Ratisser (I 973j, -
3.3. In/orinafiOfl L!pdatin' Functions
rtiriing to the updating functions (3). prior estimates of the probability
distribution for the uncertain elements (D. t') at the beginning of the control period,
i.e., Pi. ) and P( .) are obtained from the sampling distribution eStimates of the
coefficients and disturbances entering the reduced form relations. Gien the
Gaussian specification on the structural disturbances, the initial (joint) probability
distribution P( I may he stated in terms of the estimated reduced form coefficients
B0, C)) and covariance matrix (1).2As indicated in 3.2.1, these estimates
refer only to the 14 state transformation equations which were derived from the
estimated livestock sector model. The prior P( ) was also obtained from this
source, while the mean vector and covariance matrix of P( . I were obtained from
estimated linear and quadratic trend equations utilized to forecast the non.
controllable exogenous variahles.2r In the case of the control strategies which
involve a sequence of open-loops. the priors for, ..and F' were updated indepen.
denti)' of P1(.
For the period beyond the endpoint of the sample (1969) over which observa.
tions are available, viz.. 1970 through 1972 (t1, 2, 3). equations (30)and (31 );cre
utilized to derive the updated mean vector i, and covariance matrix F.28 These
updated estimates were then employed as priors in the derivation of the ss. cc.
sf, and A! control strategies for period t. i > 1. In case of the stochastic controls.
only the prior estimates based on the sample period are required. i.e.. D and F.
Similarly, for the certainty equivalent controls only the prior mean estimate D
is needed.
Given the ma;ntained hypoihcsis of ihe livesiock econometric model and the esiimators which
were utilized, these esitmates are, of course. salid outs in an asvmptoiic sense.
For further details. see Ficebairn and Rausser 1972. Appcndis ('I
2
For cases in which the coariancc mauls oittie disturbance sector e is treated as unknown, the
initial prior is the product ofa normal distribution on I) and a Wishari distribution on Q. The resulting
posteriors obtained afier each observation period will all he of thesame nornial.Wishari form and iill
lead to updating equations of ihe type (301 and (311 for D, and F,as well as an updating equation lorif
The deiails on ihis derisaiion ma\ he found ina numhei of rlaces.cc. for esamplc. Rausser and
Freebairn (l973a).
' In other words, for sake of simplicitywe ignored ihe overidcntifYng resiriciionsassociated wiih
(he original structural model of the U.S. livestock secior. We could hae updaied I) and F)assunuilg no
changes in the maintained hypothesis) by re-estimating ihe structural model after each additional
observation, i.e.. estimate the original structureon the basis ofan augmented sample and derive ihe new
0 and [associated wiih ihe fouricen reduced form equationsof 3.2.1. For a ireaiment of this and other
aliernairc updating procedures stated in computaiionallvetlicient recursive lorms) along wiih reIaio
compuiaiional ethciency in ihe conte\t of varIous types of systems,see Rausser and Freebairn (1973af
1964.APPROXIMAL IiCONTROL SolurloN Risui.is
Some results obtained from the approximate control analysis for the ItS,
beef trade policy problem are reported in thissection.29First period certainty
equivalent decisions for an eight-year planning horizon, a time preference factor
of 0.9, and ten functions of the criterion set forWarerecorded in Table 1. Corn-
paring these results (particularly the first five criteria functions listed) to those
reported for the stochastic controls (Table 2) suggests that assuming the coefficient
matricesA, B,andCare known, when in fact they are not, involves a serious
specification error. This observation is not surprising in view of the uncertainty
present in the decision problem tinder examination.
From the information in Tables I and 2, itis also clear that even though
-N1fexceeds -N ,theccontrols are far less aggressive than thes
controls Although this outcome is surprising at first glance, it results from the
difference between S, and Sf1, the relative magnitudes of the elements contained
in Fand 1A, and the fact that both -- N1F1y1_and -Nj 'F1y1_are less
than zero, with the latter absolutely smaller than the former. Hence, the net
effect of recognizing uncertainty in coefficient matricesA, B,andCis to place
more weight on the proxy measures of consumer welfare relative to producer
welfare.
The 10 criterion functions presented in Table 2 represent the extremes of
the relative weight attached to the control variable (u) and the range of relative
weights associated with the performance variables. For each of the different welfare
weightings indicated, the derived first period s controls are larger, in some cases
substantially, than the actual 1970U.S.beef import quota of approximately 1,800
million pounds (carcass weight equivalent). For the most part, this control along
with the c control results are consistent with our prior expectations: in particular,
they conform to the belief that the desired import quota levels should increase
as more weight is attached to the welfare ofconsumersrelative to that of producers.
Note also that c and s (as in the case of other approximate control settings) are
positively related, in general, to producer and retail prices for the various meats
with p{ having the largest relative influence. Each of the stock variables, cattle on
feed(Ii),beef cows(Kb),and the combined calf inventory variable(K1andK)3°
have a negative influence on the various approximate control decisions. In addition,
for all approximate control strategies, the scalar term - N5 'j., indicates that the
29 Ina preliminary examination we investigated the sensitivityof the various first period (1970)
approximate controls to the length of the planning horizon,T.and the lime preference factor, /t. Much
of these results are treated iii some detail elsewhere [Rausser and Freebairn (l972a)]. Ingeneral, the
various approximate controls are quite sensitive toT,increasing fromT= 3 toT= 6 years and
declining thereafter. From a relative standpoint, beyondT= 6 the length of the planning horizon has
less influence on the first period controls than16. For the time preference factor, variation over the
range 0.75 jJ0.95 was investigated. Although the first period controls were influenced byfi, the
effects of this factor were minimal and less marked than those associated withvariation inTor para-
meters of the Criterion function set.
° The variablesK1andK,,are related by the identityK1,= K,,,-l,+ Al1,, where I
denoted dairy stock replacements and M1 denotes calf imports. Since the valuesof 'd and M1 are
i-elatively constant and small. it is meaningful to evaluate the combined effects of the closelyrelated
variablesK1andK.In this regard, the weighted average (where the weights are based on recentobser-




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPROXIMATE CONTROL Soi.uiIoNs(l97t--1973) AS1iMING A TIN YEAR PLANNING HORIZON, A





RATIOOF EXPFnFDAPPROXIMATECONTROLGAIN 10 EXPECTEDSEQUENTIAL. ADAPTIVI
COVARIANCE CONTROL GAIN(1970-1973)ASSLMINtJ A lEN YEARPLANNINGHORIZON,
A PREFERENCE WEIGhTING(iF1:2:2:1AN))A 'lIME PREFERENCE RATE OF0.9
* a = J,1,(u)and JU,'1 is computed by numerical approximation.
net effect of the noncontrollable variables is to call for increasing levels of beef
import quotas over the planning horizon.
Representative results for the comparison of c and .s to sequential controls
are reported in Tables 3 and 4. As noted in Section 2, control variable seffings.
ceteris paribus. will be more extreme the larger the value of additional information
(iAJI/?FI) whIch in turn reflects, in part, the level of uncertainty (1,). This
experimental aspect is tempered by the unknown effect of extreme policy actions
on y and the negative weight, if any, on changes in levels of the policy variable u.
In the case of beef quotas, two of the approximate control strategies, sf and M
(the M-measurement controls were computed for M = 2 and as a generalization
of the s/controls), partially recognize this dimension. In general, these two approxi-
mate approaches led to more (less) extreme settings of control levels in the first
(last) few periods ofa given planning horizon than the sequential stochastic controls
(ss). Furthermore, these two approximations generally resulting in (1) control
settings which exceeded, in some cases by substantial amounts, solutions obtained
for c, s, and cc approximations (Table 3): and (ii) expected gains which exceeded
all other control strategies (Table 4). These results suggest that beef trade public
decision makers may find it beneficial to incur learning (mitigating uncertainty)
costs by substituting knowledge accumulation in current periods for expected
gains at some later date.
For almost all cases examined, c controls and to a smaller extent s controls




Period J,,(uf); J,11( J,(u)xJ,1,(u) ; JM(u')/a,
1970 0.62 0.88 0.62 0.88 1.00 1.11
1971 0.58 0.96 0.56 0.94 1.00 1.09
1972 0.52 0.85 0.69 0.93 1.00 1.06
1973 0.64 0.82 0.78 0.97 1.00 1.03
1970 2,406 3,808 3,406 3,808 4,062 4,153
1971 2,749 4,211 2,698 4,181 4,271 4,365
1972 2.685 3,903 2.933 4,261 4,394 4,437
1973 2.833 4.106 3.593 4,626 4.568 4,522due to their failure torecord the impact of recent ObserVations 01) the estimated
system (2)In particular. note the changebetween the l97 IiuIi1 1977 decisj0
periods all other controls increasedwhile c andcontrols decreased from 1971
to 1972. These relativemovements were caused. in part, bstructural changes in
consumer meat demandfunctions over the period 1970 1972 which were reflected
(in a significant fashion) only in theupdated structure (2for 1972 and 1973
(and D4). Since c and s controls are conditioned on an estimated system per-
taining to the initial decision period, they obviouslydo not reflect any structural
changes that might occur subsequently. Thesestructural changes along with the
general growth in 1 (especially .) and the elements of v,also assist in explaining
the substantial increases in the cc ontrol settingfrom 1972 to 1973.
The relative magnitudes of the control settings reported in Table 3 and the
orderingamongstrategieSSUggested by the expected gains (Tahle4 over ((1,2,3,4)
remained fairly robust against changes in the planning horizon length beyond six
years reasonable variations inthe tune preference rate (fl):the preference weighting
interval of I: 1: 1:0 to 1:4:4:2 : and changes in the current state of the system
(y,-i).All approximate controls generally increased with increments in the length
of the planning horizon, the time preference rate, and "consumer welfare": they
decreased with increases in the preference weights attached to the control variable,
and "producer welfare." In addition, all approximate control settings generally
increased over time due to changes in the probability updating functions (3), the
state of the system, and the levels of the exogenous variables. The relative expected
gain measures suggest, as anticipated. that sequential controls ss and sf'outperforin
the c and s controls, especially the certainty equivalent approximation as well as
its updated form (cc). Moreover, the performance of ,ss. si, and M controls is
proximal with a fairly consistent advantage given to Al-measurement feedback
controls. The ordering ss < sf < M, without substantial differences, is also sup-
ported by preliminary (stochastic) simulation experiments with the beef trade
policy model over the period 1973 through l92.
5. Coci.usiot
The adaptive control model formulation of economic policy examined in
this paper appears to capture some important characteristics of many economic
decision making problems. Imperfect knowledge about the effects of alternative
decisions is a dominant feature, The process of sequential decision making permits
the utilization offorthcoining sample information so as to learn about the uncertain
elements as the process evolves. In the general formulation decisions are alloived
to influence in an active way the type of information generated in the learning
phase and thus the resulting controls are dual in nature. These closed-loop control
strategies require the simultaneous optimization of the direct control. learning,
and design of experiment dimensions. Operationally, however, seldom can We
expect to derive the optimal decision strategies: analytical solutions are not yet
available and the computational cost of numerical procedures is burdensome for
all but the simplest problems. Thuswe turned to approximate control strategies.
The derived properties of the approximate adaptive controls are largely of










































uncertainty and in the case of the sequential stochastic control strategies (.ss) they
allow for the passive accumulation of information. The latter controls ignore the
dual experimental dimension of the optimal adaptive coIlLruIsthe importance
of this dimension is reflected by the precision of the estimated means for the
random coefficients and its information value is enhanced with extreme settings
of the policy variables. This dimension is partially recognized by the approximate
sequential, adaptive covariance (sf) control formulation as well as the M-measure-
ment feedback control specification (M). If parameter uncertainty is an important
consideration, the certainty equivalent controls (c) provide a poor approximation:
if, in addition, learning is an important consideration, both the c and s controls
provide poor approximations while if the experimental dimension is also an
important consideration the ss controls provide an inferior approximation. The
degree of approximation obtained, in general, by utilizing the sf or M controls
remains an open question.
For the beef trade policy problem, the level of uncertainty resulted in c
controls which were crude approximations to the s, ss, sf. M or presumablythe
optimal adaptive control strategies. It should be noted, however, that (i)the
actual import quota level for 1970 was consistent with the certaintyequivalent
decisions derived from objective functions which weighted a decrease in consumer
meat costs to an increase in aggregate producer returnsof 1:3 or more: (ii) the
actual level of the import quota for 1972 was slightly below thatsuggested by
these decisions for the criterion function set considered: (iii) asexpected. these
decision strategies relate future levels of the import quota positively tothe prices
of beef products and negatively with beef stock variables: and (iv) these strategies
indicate that the optimal control setting for the quota instrumentis sensitive to
changes in the levels of price and stock variables. In contrast to(i) and (ii), the
s, ss, sf, and M controlstrategies suggested that it would be desirable to expand
the maximum import quota substantially. The propertiesof these strategies were
similar to those noted above in (iii) and (iv) for the certaintyequivalent controls.
From the standpoint of historical U.S. beef import quotadecisions, the ss.
sf, and M control solutions represent extreme policy actions.These controls as
well as the s control solutions, for some of the criterionfunctions examined, exceed
by substantial amounts recent import quota levels.Moreover, these controls are
likely to be nonbinding in the sense that they exceedthe level of beef imports
under a free trade situation for at least some years of theplanning horizon. Hence
it appears reasonable to argue that the derived ss,sf, and M strategies provide
an acceptable approximation,in an operational context, to the optimal dual
controls for the U.S. beef trade policy problem.
Finally, since desirable import quotas are sensitive tovariables measuring
the state of the livestock sectors and sinceestimated coefficients appearing in the
model representation for this sector have relativelylarge variances, it would seem
useful to explicitly incorporate sequential proceduresfor adjusting the quota level
in any future legislation influencing the importof beef. In addition, a large potential
payoff is indicated for employing new sampleinformation to update coefficient
estimates of the model representation. Suchupdating might also be extended to
the original structural representation and torevisions in the existing maintained
hypothesis: in particular the specification of a moredetailed subsystem for supply
201response in the principal beef exporting countries. The apparent impor(iflce
of
structural change also suggests that limited Inetitory (lIters [Jaiwjnsk 1(1970)]
may
prove useful in future modeling efforts concerned with the U.S. Livestock
Sector
The above aspects along with the noisy slate measurement SPecjjcttion
fOund in
much of the engineering literature have been employed by the authorsin other
applications of adaptive control. Preliminary results obtained fromthese models
appear promising and provide further support for the view that the SS,SL and M
control strategies, especially the latter, are worth the effort
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